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� !
! As noted by F. Alton Everest , sound as a term has a double nature - on one 
hand we can talk about the physical phenomenon sound, caused by the vibration of 
flexible environment, on the other - about the physiological sensation of sound, 
which is a subjective perception based on the same vibration. The author prefers to 
define sound as a concept such as a subjective, and in nature we can talk more like 
for distribution of vibrations. From this perspective, we have sound when the 
perception of the recipient occurs.!
! However, the presence of such a sound a priori suggests the use of this 
term “sound” as a reflection of this physical phenomenon in acoustics generally. So 
from now we will stick to this method.!
!
! What is necessary to have a sound, respectively, the feeling for such 
phenomenon?!
1. vibrating unit;!
2. Environment in which these vibrations spread;!
3. Someone perceiving the vibrations.!
! !
! Therefore, starting from back to front, we can deduce the following definition:!



Sound - it's the feeling, caused by the 
vibration of a flexible body in versatile 

medium!
!
!

! How we define flexible body and versatile medium?!
!

� !
!

! Flexibility (elasticity) - It is the ability of certain solid bodies after applying of a 
deformation (deforming force) to try to return to their original position and shape 
after discontinuation of application of force shall. !
! The reasons for such behavior of the materials may be different. In certain 
metals in applying of certain forces  the atomic grid amended its shape and size 
and then seeks to return to the position of lowest energy state. For rubber and 
polymers elasticity is due to the stretching of the fibers of their internal structure.!
! On his return to the starting position the elastic body converts the potential 
energy stored in it, into kinetic, acquiring acceleration and moving with uniform 
acceleration to the equilibrium position. By doing this movement, it bypasses this 
position and moved to the opposite tense situation where pauses and then the  
movement begins again. This movement is a periodic vibration.!
! The oscillation, in turn, if it is done in a medium which has the property of 
versatility, entrains the molecules of the medium, causing the areas of compression 
and rarefaction (see figure above). These thickening and discharges spread in the 
medium, causing waves, proportional in intensity and direction of the oscillations 
which are causing them.!
! When the listener ends up in the area of these vibrations, his hearing aid 
registers them and as a result we have sound sensation.!
!
!



!
!
!
!
!
When the environment in which the oscillations are held has no versatility, it 
absorbs the vibrations. Such type of materials are commonly used for the 
production of sound-absorbing elements.!
! When there is no such an environment, the transmission of the vibrations is 
impossible. In this situation there will be no sensation of sound.!
! A typical example of this is the vacuum in which there is no conducting 
environment. So the sound does not spread in space. An experiment showing this 
can be seen here:!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce7AMJdq0Gw!



!
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Characteristics of Sound	
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! !
! Brain in combination with the senses is a kind of translator of external stimuli 
that come to sensory apparatus. Our sense as a sensory phenomenon in this 
situation is different both in quantity ratio, as well as a quality compared to the 
actual events in nature. In our desire to understand and perceive natural events we 
mediate them sensory and mental.!
! Moreover, it is necessary to know that our senses perceive as a sensory 
stimuli only a part of the properties of the environment or the variation in time of 
these properties. This means that a large part of our physical reality is inaccessible 
to direct observation and study. This can not be accomplished without additional 
devices to enhance the scope of our senses or to give us an alternative view of the 
world around us, by converting into some kind of sensory (usually visual) type the 
physical characteristics of the environment, which are unknowable by the 
conventional senses.!
! Correlating this to the sound, we must consider that the sensory perception 
of sound waves is limited in regarding the scope of their intensity and regarding the 
scope of their speed. It relates in a very specific way to their phase distribution and 
creates a whole new feeling in the perception of the partial vibrations that 
accompany the main sound.!
! In this situation, when talking about the characteristics of the sound we must, 
on the one hand, to talk about the characteristics of the sound vibration generating 
a wave, that is to talk about the physical phenomenon of sound, and on the other, 
to talk about the characteristics of auditory sensation caused by the presence of 
vibrations in the surrounding environment.!
!
!
! Since auditory perception is different from the characteristics of the 
oscillation, which gave rise to it and their amendments, we need to do a table that 
relates one to the other - ie which of the characteristics of the oscillation 
corresponds to a given change in auditory perception.!
!



Here's the relevant table:!

!
!
!
The sound characteristics are basically four.!
!
! The first characteristic is the frequency of vibrations. This is the number 
of vibrations per second. It is measured in Herz (Hz). !

!
      Ie the oscillation frequency is perceived by the ear as pitch of the sound.!
!
! Human hearing accepts oscillations only in the range between 20 Hz and 20 
kHz. The lower of them are called infrasound and are not perceived by the ear, 
although if they are very strong, can be perceived by the body and soft human 
organs such as vibration.For example, these are the sounds that accompany 
seismic activity.!
! The sounds, which are higher than 20, 000 Hz are also called ultrasound and 
are not perceived by the ear. However, some animals perceive sounds in this 
range. In some species these sounds are used for orientation in space. They can 
produce sounds with high frequency and subsequently receive the reflected signal 
and thus on the principle of echolocation they create a map of the surrounding area 
and of their place in it. However, if the sense works this way it rather acts as a 
means of "aural vision" rather than hearing (in terms of the subjective feeling).!



! It is necessary to know that the listening experience is logarithmic in terms of 
the registration of the change in any of the characteristics of the sound.  This 
physiologically was investigated by Weber and Fechner  . !1

! In respect of frequency of vibration according to the table we have perception 
of pitch of the sound.!
! If we have a difference in sound frequency that is two times the feeling of 
height difference of the sound is one octave. In this situation, the ratio of 200 and 
400 Hz, and 2000 and 4000 Hz, for example would be the same, although in the 
latter case, we have a difference of more oscillations per second.!
!
! The second characteristic of the sound - it is the amplitude of vibration, 
respectively. sense of volume.!

!
! The vibrations with different amplitude create a sound pressure in the 
environment. Sound pressure is the local pressure change compared to the 
equilibrium value for the system, caused by a sound wave.!
!
! For its part the sound pressure level (SPL) is the logarithmic measure of 
sound pressure as relative to a particular base value. For such a value in the air 
shall be adopted 20 microPa, which is considered the limit of the perception of a 
sound - 0 dB.!
! The human ear can perceive sound pressure levels from 0 to about 140-150 
dB, above which the sound becomes too strong and the feeling goes in the pain 
sensation. Prolonged exposure to the higher levels impairs irreversible hearing aid.!
!
!
�  https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weber-Fechner_law1



! We can see from the following table to estimate how many dB match how 
many Pa sound pressure:!
!

!
Practically, however, these decibel levels are valid with certain degree of accuracy 
only for frequencies around 1 kHz. Human hearing is not linear, it hears the lower 
and higher frequencies weaker compared to the midrange ones. So for our hearing 
the sound of a certain decibel value, but with different frequency would be 
differently strong.  At different levels this dependence is presented differently - the 
hearing becomes linear at loud noises, while his non-linearity becomes larger in 
less powerful sounds.!
So we can construct curves that trace this nonlinearity at different decibel levels. 
This would have been curves which indicate the subjective sensation of equal 
volume in one level and different frequencies - the so-called equivalent loudness 
curves of Fletcher and Munson:!
!
!
!
!

sound source Sound pressure (Pa) sound pressure level  (dB, A-
Weighted)

takeoff a rocket 100,000 194

jet plane 2,000 160

propeller plane 200 140

steam hammer 20 120

heavy Duty Truck 2 100

noisy office, heavy traffic 0.2 80

conversation 0.02 60

natural sounds, quiet place 0.002 40

rustling leaves 0.0002 20

threshold of hearing, extremely quiet 
sounds such as clicking on a 
wristwatch, audible only by a 
practiced hearing

0.00002 0



� !
! As we see, we have a compliance in the volume level compared to what we 
perceive only in the area about 1 kHz. Perceived volume is called loudness and is 
measured not in decibels but in phones (phon).!
! The curves of Fletcher and Munson indicate precisely which are the decibel 
values that we hear as identical loudness - “phon"  levels  .!2

!
!
!
!
!
!
�  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loudness!2

http://www.technicalaudio.com/pdf/Audio_magazine_issues_articles/Harry%20F.%20Olson%20-%20The
%20Measurement%20of%20Loudness.pdf



!
The next characteristic of the sound - it's duration. !

!
It corresponds to the length of the oscillation and its corresponding pressure 
change of the flexible environment. It is measured in seconds or fractions of a 
second!

Two sounds with different durations!

!
!



Later we'll talk about the fourth and most complex characteristic of the sound that 
the ear perceives as   timbre.!

!
!


